End of session!
Dear pupils, parents, carers, staff, partners and friends
of Lochside Academy,
As we approach the end of an intense school year
unlike any other, I am pleased to write to you in our
‘end of session’ newsletter and pay tribute to all of you
in the Lochside Academy community for your
continued support, commitment and understanding
during the year. The impact that the COVID-19
pandemic has had on schools, young people and
families has been significant and the challenge for us
has been to continue to deliver a high quality learning
experience for young people in a safe and healthy
environment that is mindful of all aspects of their
health and wellbeing. As a consequence, on behalf of
all our school pupils, I am appreciative and indebted
to everybody who has contributed to helping us meet
our challenge well – thank you!
As you will read in this newsletter, I am pleased also to
share some highlights of school activities, staffing
changes, primary 7 visits and our virtual awards
ceremony that have taken place since I last wrote to
you in May. I have also taken the opportunity bring
you up-to-date with education news at present and
look ahead briefly to the start of the next academic
session that will be upon us soon enough.
Therefore, as we bring this academic session to a
close, we are already planning for the new session that
starts, for pupils, on Tuesday 17 August 2021. To each
and every one of you, I hope that you have a safe,
wonderful and refreshing summer holiday and I simply
say “thank you” and continue to be inspiring
individuals because together, we are outstanding!

Neil Hendry, Head Teacher

Dates for Diary
next academic session
Mon 16 Aug: In-service Day (Closed to pupils)
Tue 17 Aug: Term starts for pupils
Fri 24 - Mon 27 Sept: September Holiday Weekend
Fri 8 Oct: Last day of term
Sat 9 – Sun 24 Oct: October Holiday fortnight
Fri 25 Oct: New term starts
Fri 19 Nov: In-service Day (Closed to pupils)
Tue 21 Dec: Last day of term
Wed 22 Dec – Wed 5 Jan 2022: Christmas Holidays
Thu 6 Jan 2022: New term starts

Staffing Update
At the end of session it is the time to bid farewell to
some members of staff and give a warm welcome to
new members of staff. We bid farewell to Mrs Pam
MacDonald (Teacher of English) and wish her a happy
and healthy retirement. We also bid farewell to Mr
Michael McKinnie, Mr Dieter Whyte, Mr Innocent
Makina, Mrs Vanessa Pritchard and Mr Peter
Henderson who are all moving on to a new chapter in
their lives post-Lochside Academy. Looking ahead to
August 2021, we look forward to giving a warm
welcome to Miss Anna Cormack (Teacher of English)
and Melanie Knightwood (Teacher of Computing).
Also in August we will welcome five new probationary
teachers in Ms Cara Shaw (Modern Studies), Mr Calum
MacEachran (Physics), Miss Nerea Rodriguez (Modern
Languages), Miss Savannah Jackson (RME/RMPS) and
Mr Andrew Forsyth (Mathematics).

Senior pupils set UK
first in battle to tackle
climate change
Our senior pupils recently became the first students in
the UK to sign up in their entirety to a new online
training programme on climate change along with 25
members of staff who signed up to the Skills
Development Scotland funded programme which saw
them obtain a Climate Solutions Accelerator
Certificate.
Using a completely online approach, the course was
developed and accredited by the Royal Scottish
Geographical Society (RSGS) in partnership with the
Universities of Edinburgh and Stirling, The Institute of
Directors and Jump Digital, who also deliver it. The
course offered students a significant understanding of
the crucial issue of climate change, the science and
policies and introduced them to how the subject will
transform their lives while also providing optimism in
terms of solution and opportunities in tackling the
problem.

Rooted and Flourished
Programme
One of our School Chaplains, Leanne Seal, has been
delivering a mental health & wellbeing programme to
a girls group (Flourish) and a boys group (Rooted) on
a Tuesday. The Project exists to equip young people
to develop healthy self-esteem and mental and
emotional well-being. Through a range of engaging
and creative activities, it aims to help young people
create helpful thinking patterns and growth mindsets,
and to begin to recognise and set goals for the future.
These projects are passionate about seeing young
people realise their full potential, to equip them with
tools and techniques to empower them to be
everything they can be. Feedback from pupils has
been very positive and we hope to be able to offer this
programme again next session. Two groups of pupils
successfully completed the course and received
certificates and medal. Well done.

Each pupil who successfully completed the
programme was awarded a certificate by the RSGS and
their partners, and the pupil’s insights in the pilot
course will be used to inform how it develops
nationwide.
Councillor M Taqueer Malik, Aberdeen City Council’s
Education Operational Delivery Convener, said:
“Congratulations to Neil Hendry and all at Lochside
Academy for their ground-breaking participation in
this innovative and vitally important programme. We
pride ourselves as an authority on our imaginative
and stimulating curriculum to help give our young
people the best starts in life and it is difficult to think
of a study more relevant to young lives than the
challenges presented by climate change.”
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Messy Mondays!
Messy Mondays is a collaboration between Lochside
Academy Targeted Support Nurture Room and the
Creative Learning Team.
The project began during the second lockdown when
a number of pupils who were, at that point, coming in
to school, got the opportunity to work with Eleanor
McDonald from the CL team. The project had a focus
on breaking down preconceptions about ‘good’ and
‘bad’ art and using a variety of creative activities to
enable learners to identify and express emotions. The
project then transitioned to the use of textiles to
explore identity and individuality. Each learner will
end up with a personalised upcycled item of clothing
to take home!!

Young WEIR-WISE:
Discovering Engineering
with S2 Girls virtual
programme
Niamh Hauge, one of our S2 pupils, was successfully
selected to take part in a two day virtual event hosted
by Strathclyde University Engineering department in
collaboration with Weir group.
The University and the Weir Group developed an
online offering which was designed to inspire female
pupils to discover the excitement and personal
satisfaction that comes from a career in engineering.
They encouraged S2 girls who have a talent for
mathematics and sciences to apply. Over 300 pupils
applied and Niamh secured one of the 150 places
offered on the course.
Participants heard from university and Weir group
staff, who provided an insight into studying and
working in the field of engineering. Participants were
also issued in advance with a Young WEIR-WISE ‘Lab
Kit’ to take part remotely in practical activities which
were offered online over the two days.
Niamh was able to experience activities related to
engineering careers including Chemical and Process
Engineering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
and Civil and Environmental Engineering.
Niamh enjoyed the opportunity to learn more about a
career she is passionate about pursuing.
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2021 Virtual
Awards Ceremony
Lochside Academy’s 2021 Annual Awards Ceremony,
planned to take place on 15 June in the Music Hall was,
once again, like many other events, cancelled because
of the Covid-19 pandemic. The team responsible for
organising the event however, as they did in 2020,
agreed to organise the Awards Ceremony as a partially
virtual Awards Ceremony that took place during the
week 14 June – 18 June 2021.
A series of planned announcements took place during
the virtual awards ceremony week and were released
on social media and on the school’s website.
Announcements were timed to coincide with
diplomas, certificates and medals being presented to
young people in small groups during the week.
Monday’s announcement recognised the winners of
Pupil Achievement Awards. These awards were
presented to recognise the special achievements of
pupils in a variety of fields both within and out with
the school such as performance in music, art, drama,
sport, science and languages.
Tuesday’s
announcement was the winners of the Successful
Learner Academic Awards. These awards recognised
outstanding pupil attainment in particular fields of
study and were awarded to the highest attaining
pupils from S1-S3, S4 and S5/6. On Thursday 17 June,
recipients of Diplomas of Excellence were announced.
These awards were presented to pupils in S1-S4 who
have an excellent attendance record, always wear full
school uniform and demonstrated consistent positive
behaviour and effort throughout the session.
Finally, on the Friday, we announced our ‘Gold
Envelope Awards’. These final awards were presented
to students who have demonstrated outstanding
achievement in their particular fields. The first of
these awards was the Robert Gordon University Prize
for Developing School Ethos, presented to the senior
student who has fulfilled the role and responsibilities
of being a senior student to an exceptional degree and
is an inspirational role model for aspiring young
people. This was presented to Oluwole Orekoya. The
Lord Provost of Aberdeen’s Cup of Excellence,
presented to a senior pupil who has exceptionally
demonstrated the four capacities of Curriculum for
Excellence: Successful Learner, Confident Individual,
Responsible Citizen and Effective Contributor, and
who has demonstrated truly remarkable success in all
that they have achieved was presented to Cassie
Shand. The University of Aberdeen Principal’s Award
of Excellence, awarded to senior pupils who have
achieved excellent results in all academic subjects
undertaken was awarded to Andrew McNeil (S4) and
Emilija Abramova (S6).
Details of all award winners are available online on the
school’s website:
https://lochside.aberdeen.sch.uk/annual-awardsceremony-2021/
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Modern Day Slavery
Our S3 Modern Studies pupils have been looking at
Child Rights and how not everyone gets these. During
this unit, pupils were able to identify their own rights
and responsibilities as a Scottish citizen and make a
comparison with a contrasting society. Pupils also
learnt about different types of modern slavery and
also discovered how someone can be tricked into
situations of slavery through debt.
At the start of June, we were lucky enough to be joined
virtually by Simon John, a former lawyer who has a
passion for eradicating modern day slavery. During his
presentation, Mr Simon reminded the pupils of their
rights according to Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR) with particular reference to equality,
indiscrimination, right to life and freedom from slavery
or servitude. He then went on to highlight the
prevalence of child slavery in the world today and
outlined staggering statistics on modern day slavery
involving children. The pupils also discovered
staggering levels of modern slavery happening daily
near them in sectors such as domestic slavery, forced
labour, factories, farms, shops, nail bars and car
washes.
One of the huge ‘’takeaways’’ from the presentation
was the fact that we all can make a positive difference
in the fight to eradicate modern day slavery. The pupils
were encouraged to adopt certain ethical consumer
basics such as embracing fair trade products, shopping
at independent local retailers, buying from trusted
labels and spreading the word about the issue.
Finally, pupils were armed with a Helpline “It doesn’t
feel right” (08000 121 700) and also introduced to a
number of apps that can help combat modern day
slavery.
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Lift Off
As part of their induction into S5 and S6, pupils across
Aberdeen City had the opportunity to take part in an
online City-Wide event called ‘LIFT-OFF! The event
took place on Monday 31st May and Tuesday 1st June
for pupils in Aberdeen who moved into S5 and S6, with
all pupils accessing the event from home on these
days.
On Monday 31st May 2021 the key-note speaker was
Carl Walz, an ex-NASA Astronaut. He was central to
the experience of the day and provided the impetus
for the overall theme of ‘LIFT-OFF!’ and the imagery
around it. Pupils were excited to have him delivering
a talk where he mirrored his own experiences as an
Astronaut to the experiences of pupils during the
pandemic: isolation from loved ones and friends,
limited opportunities for cultural experiences and the
fears of re-integration to ‘normal’ life.
Carl Walz’s talk was followed by pupils receiving the
opportunity to select at least five presentations from
around 60 local employers.
These employers
highlighted their own career pathway, the history of
the company they represent, their response to the
pandemic, as well as opportunities that they have
available for empowering our young people.
On Tuesday 1st June 2021, pupils had the opportunity
to select at least three presentations from around 30
training and further education providers. Similar to
Day 1, these providers provided similar highlights
regarding pathways, their company and opportunities
available. Day 2 concluded with a Q&A session with
Carl Walz answering questions that were asked by the
students.
Throughout both days a series of quizzes for pupils to
interact with and encourage engagement worth
£1000s of pounds of prizes were available. It was good
to congratulate our Lochside Academy pupils, Kacper
Walczak and Abbie Bodicoat, who won £250 and £100
respectively.
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S2/S3 Sports Day
S2 & S3 pupils took part in separate sports days over
the past 2 weeks. This allowed for those pupils who
had demonstrated high levels of performance during
classes throughout the year to compete against one
another in 100m, 200m, 800m and javelin. The pupils
were brilliant during the event, demonstrating
motivation whilst competing in a competitive and
respectful manner. Thanks to Miss Smith and the PE
department for organising this, the events were
enjoyed by all PE staff & pupils.
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We are delighted to announce that we are extending
our partnership with Aberdeen Football Club
Community Trust for session 2021-22. From Tuesday
17th August we will have two full time AFCCT staff
working to support our young people. The work will
follow three strands: first they will continue to deliver
our very successful “Mindset” programme to all our S1
pupils; secondly they will be working with us to
develop an alternative curriculum pathway for groups
of both S2 and S3 students; and finally the AFFCT staff
will be available to offer one to one sessions and/or
small group work to support students who have been
identified and required by school staff.
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Primary 7 > S1 Induction
th

On Friday 4 June, a Secondary School Inservice Day,
we were pleased to welcome our future S1 pupils into
Lochside for a guided tour of the building.
Mr
Mckenzie, who will be DHT for the year group, and Mr
Hendry spoke to all groups and explained the format
of the visit. Our Targeted Support and Guidance Team
met 14 bubbles from eight Primary Schools and
showed approximately 200 pupils around the building.
Our team of prefects assisted with the tours and were
great ambassadors for the school. Feedback from
pupils on the day was very positive and pupils enjoyed
seeing the facilities that we have on offer, being able
to ask questions and meet staff and pupils.
This was followed up on 9th and 10th June with two
days of online transition classes where pupils were
taught lessons in their new classes. All classes were
able to meet up online with their Guidance Teachers
and they also participated in a full year group virtual
assembly led by Mr McKenzie. Pupils experienced a
variety of lessons, some live with their new teachers.
In the evenings we held virtual parent information
meetings. All our new parents were invited and we
shared information about the format of the online
transition classes, the process of forming classes and
the support that is available to pupils. Parents were
encouraged to look at the P7 Transition Page on the
school website which has information that will help
support the transition to Lochside. Information about
the format of the first day was shared.
On the 17th August pupils will be met in the playground
by the PT Guidance and senior pupils. Class lists will
be displayed in the dining hall so that anyone who is
unsure of their class can check the list. Pupils will be
issued with their timetable and senior pupils will
support our new S1 pupils to ensure that they find
their way round the school. PSA staff will be a valuable
source of support to new classes and help ensure
pupils know where they are going. S1 pupils will have
a slightly earlier lunch break for the first few days to
enable them to become familiar with the school
canteen.
We look forward to welcoming our new S1 pupils into
our school community.
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Uniform
Over the last 18 months, COVID-19 mitigations to
ensure public health and safety have brought
challenges regarding the wearing of full school
uniform. We would like to thank everybody who have
continued to support the school by ensuring that their
young people have attended school wearing the
correct uniform.
From the start of next session in August 2021, we will
be expecting pupils to attend in full school uniform
(details can be found in the link at the end of this
article). On days when pupils have PE, it will be
permissible for pupils to swap school trousers for
tracksuit bottoms, however they should be wearing a
school jumper or polo-shirt when wearing tracksuit
bottoms for PE.
Pupils must not be wearing sweatshirts and hoodies in
school buildings for any reason once the new
academic session starts.
https://lochside.aberdeen.sch.uk/school-uniform/

Mobile Phones
Since returning to school buildings full-time following
second lockdown at the start of this term, the number
of young people using mobile phones irresponsibly or
inappropriately has been quite obvious. As was
highlighted in our last Parent & Carer Update, mobile
phones, when used responsibly, can enhance learning
and teaching, communication and social experiences
and can bring a sense of security to parents as their
children enjoy more independent activities, such as
walking to and from school unsupervised. Such
devices can also be powerful tools when utilised by
teachers to enhance learning and teaching.
It is necessary, however, for us as a school to introduce
a new policy relating to how mobile phones are used
in school. From August 2021, pupils must not use a
mobile phone in school corridors at any time. In
effect, school corridors have now been designated as
red areas (red areas = areas where mobile phone use
is unacceptable). The only green area within school
building that will exist from August 2021 will be the
school dining area. Please do ensure that your child is
aware of this policy change and that inappropriate use
of mobile phones will be unacceptable and action
taken as appropriate
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COVID-19 Updates
Looking ahead to Lochside Academy reopening to
pupils on Tuesday 17 August 2021, please find noted
on this page important information regarding the
public health and safety mitigations that we will be
required to continue operating in the new session:

1. Pupil Entry Points
To spread the number of young people entering the
school building via different entry points, young
people must enter the school building via the
designated entry point for their year group:
S1-2 entry point: Doors immediately in front of the
bus turning circle that give access into the school via
the dining area.
S3 entry point: Door that leads immediately into the
West Wing beside Design & Technology.
S4 entry point: Door that leads to the south stairwell,
immediately to the left of the library entrance at front
of school.
S5 & S6 entry point: Door at main entrance to school
building, the door that leads immediately to the main
office.

3.

Hand sanitising gels

On entering and exiting the school building and any
classroom, pupils should use the hand sanitising gels
that are provided at all entry and exit points for their
convenience and adherence with public health advice.

4. One Way System and stairs
As with our pupil entry points, to spread the number
of how young people move around inside the school
building between classes, we have a well established
and clearly marked one way system for walking in the
corridors and using stairwells. We have four stairwells
with two designated as upstairs and two designated as
downstairs. This one way system applies equally to all
pupils and staff.

5. Break & lunchtimes
All pupils are required to exit school buildings during
their morning break and lunchtimes, unless they are
purchasing and eating food in the dining hall. Once
food has been consumed, pupils are required to exit
the school building. It is crucial that all young people
bring an outside jacket to wear particularly for when
the weather is cold or wet.

6. Dropping pupils off or visiting
the school building

2. Face Coverings

You should be aware that parents and carers are not
permitted in the staff car park, school grounds or
school buildings without prior agreement. To ensure
this, parents and carers must avoid driving onto the
school estate. As a consequence, children being
dropped off or picked up must take place at the
roundabout beside Ikea as you approach the school
estate (see photo below).

As a reminder, Scottish Government rules require the
wearing of face coverings at all times in secondary
school buildings by pupils of all ages and school staff
unless they have a medical exemption. Face coverings
must be worn:
➢ on all school and public transport to and from
school;
➢ entering and leaving the school, during classes and
moving around in the corridors to get to classes;
➢ queuing in the canteen area at break and
lunchtime, but not whilst eating.
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If a parent / carer wishes to talk to a member of school
staff, they should telephone the school office (01224
241720) in the first instance.
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